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Hoshanot
The Festival of Sukkot is undoubtedly the most
colorful holiday of the Jewish year. It is referred to
as “the season of our joy” since it celebrates an
abundant harvest. Throughout the ages, different
ways have been found to celebrate and concretize
this happiness. Simh.at Torah, for example, which
was added to the celebration of Sh’mini Atzeret
(the day following Sukkot), expresses the joy of
reading and studying the Torah through exuberant
song and dance. In the days of the Temple (prior to
70 C.E.) Sukkot was the most widely observed of
the three Pilgrimage Festivals and the ceremonies
in the Temple were the most variegated and colorful. The Mishnah describes the “Water-Drawing
Ceremony” that was held in the Women’s Court
during the intermediate days of the Festival. So
many lights were kindled there that “there was no
courtyard in Jerusalem that was not illuminated by
the light of the Festival” (Sukkah 5:3). Pious people, including great sages, would dance with lit
torches, while the Levites played songs of joy on a
variety of instruments. All this led to the drawing
of water from the Shiloah. brook, which was
poured on the altar as a symbol of the rain that
would begin to fall during the coming winter season. (See Mishnah Sukkah chapter 5 [part of which
is reproduced on page 204] and the Talmud’s discussion in Sukkah 50b–53a.)
A major feature of each day’s Temple ceremony
during Sukkot was a procession in which the
Kohanim would walk around the altar holding
lulavim and willows, chanting phrases calling upon
God to save and deliver them (Sukkah 4:5). It is
possible that the people joined in the procession. If
not, they joined in the singing that accompanied it.

— Hosha na, please help us. Or: “save, deliver.”
The English word “hosanna” is derived from this. Note that
in this prayer, which is always chanted before the individual
poems, four different appellations for God are used in alphabetical order.
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The songs chanted during the processions came to
be known as Hoshanot, from the words hosha na,
save us. Our synagogue service derives from this
ancient celebration. We too form a procession
with the lulav and etrog and walk around the synagogue chanting special Hoshanot prayers.
Most of the Hoshanot are very ancient. If they
are not those composed to accompany the Temple
processions, they were composed not long thereafter following an ancient pattern. Some of them
were written by early liturgical poets who also followed the simple pattern of the early hymns.All of
them are litanies — brief, simple, repetitive,
alphabetical songs that enable the congregation to
join in a chorus. They all repeat the same theme:
salvation. This type of chant was probably also
recited on special days of crisis, when the people
would hold fasts and appeal to God for help.
Since Sukkot is a time of great rejoicing, not of
crisis, the question arises: what help and salvation
are we talking about here? One possibility is that
we are praying for a year in which we will be
saved from any possible troubles or disasters.
However, in view of the fact that the Mishnah
states that “On the Festival (Sukkot) the world is
judged concerning water” (Rosh Hashanah 1:2), it
seems more probable that the concern is drought,
and the need is for rain that will enable crops to
grow and furnish us with food for the year.

— For the sake of Your truth. We appeal to
God to grant our request because of God’s qualities, and not
for our sake or because of our merits. The alphabetical order
is followed in listing God’s qualities. In a litany such as this,
the congregation chants the refrain Hosha na either after
every phrase or after every few phrases.
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— the foundation-stone. Rabbinic legend has it
that the stone on which the Holy of Holies of the Temple was
built was the stone that God used as the basis for Creation. It
is the same stone, according to tradition, on which Abraham
bound Isaac. All the references here are to different names for
the Temple, following the order of the Hebrew alphabet. The
writer is asking God to help Israel because of the merit of the
Temple.
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— Save Yourself and us!
ede ip` (ani va-ho) is another way of pronouncing
the words we now say as ana Adonai, “Please, Adonai” (Albeck). Maimonides sees this as a reference to
Deuteronomy 32:39, `ed ip` ip` (ani ani hu), “I,
even I, am He.” Others point out that ani va-ho is
the numerical equivalent of ana Adonai, thus
reminding us of the divine Name. However, it was
interpreted in mystic thought as if it meant ani v’hu
(I and He), thus including God in the process of salvation, as if God too needed rescue. This thought is
found in many midrashim that picture God as
enslaved, if that were possible, along with the
Israelites in Egypt. Only when they went free was
God also free. Similarly, the midrash speaks of God
accompanying the Israelites into exile — first in
Egypt, then in Babylonia, and finally in Rome.
When they return, God’s Presence also returns.
These bold interpretations are a way of saying that
when there is suffering in the world, God is not to
be found on the side of the oppressors. Rather, God
is with the oppressed and suffers with them. (See,
for example, Mekhilta Shirata 3.)
— As You redeemed our ancestors. This poem, somewhat more elaborate than
those on the previous page, recalls the times in
Israel’s history when God’s salvation was experienced. Each couplet begins with the same Hebrew
word meaning “as You saved” and is followed by
phrases according to an alphabetical listing. The
English translation uses a variety of different verbs
to express the concept of salvation in each specific
incident. The lines from the beginning through the
letter nun are all concerned with the splitting of
the Sea (Exodus 14–15). The later ones refer to the
story of the miraculous deliverance of the Ark of
the Covenant from the Philistines (I Samuel 5) and
the return from the Babylonian Exile (Ezra 1).
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— As You saved our nation
and its leaders. Literally, “a nation and its God.” This
is probably a reference to the midrash on the verse
“From before Your people, whom You redeemed for
Yourself out of Egypt, a nation and its God” (II
Samuel 7:23). Said Rabbi Akiva, “Were this not written explicitly in the verse one would not dare to say
it. Israel said to God, as it were, ‘You have redeemed
Yourself!’” (Mekhilta Pish.a 14). The translation is
based upon the fact that elohim is often used in the
Bible to refer to human judges and leaders.
— As You aided those who
ringed the altar. A reference to the practice in the
Temple of walking around the altar each day during
Sukkot with willows and lulavim, chanting prayers
for salvation. See the commentary on page 200.
— those devoted to mitzvot. This
concluding line contains an acrostic of the name
Shemuel, the author of the poem.
— deliver Your people. Psalm
28:9. As the conclusion of the Hoshanot, we recite
appropriate verses from the Bible. The first one
begins with the Hebrew word hoshia, save, which is
the theme of the entire section. This is from a psalm
in which an individual asks for deliverance from his
enemies. It concludes, however, with this plea for the
people of Israel. Since the psalm is labeled “Of David,”
it is as if the leader of the people prays first for himself but then includes the people that he governs in
his plea. A ruler, or anyone in authority, must never
be so self-centered as to forget the common good.
The role of the ruler is not to attain personal wealth
and glory, but to benefit the people he or she leads.
— May my words. I Kings 8:59–
60. The selection continues with the verses that
conclude Solomon’s lengthy prayer at the dedication of the First Temple. The final two Hebrew
words, ein od, “there is no other,” are found in the
Aleinu as well, where they serve the same purpose:
the complete denial of the existence of any gods
other than the God of Israel.

herever Israel went into exile, the Presence of God went into exile with them — if such a thing is possible. They were exiled to Egypt and the Presence of God was exiled with them. They were exiled to
W
Babylonia and the Presence of God was exiled with them. They were exiled to Edom (Rome) and the Presence of God was exiled with them.And when they return in the future, the Presence of God will return with
them!
Mekhilta Pish.a 14
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The observance of Sukkot on Shabbat is different
from that on the rest of the week. The lulav and
etrog are not used on Shabbat, even if the first day
of Sukkot is Shabbat.This was decreed in order to
avoid the desecration of Shabbat by carrying these
objects from one place or property to another,
since carrying in a public place is not permitted
on Shabbat.There is no procession at all on Shabbat. Some authorities prohibited even the recitation of the Hoshanot on Shabbat, lest people have
the mistaken impression that it was permissible to
use the lulav and etrog on Shabbat. The prevailing
opinion was that they could be recited as long as
no procession was held.

— Deliver Your people. The
hymns recited on Shabbat concentrate on the subject of Shabbat. This one is another acrostic. Each
Hebrew stanza (except the first two) concludes with
the word “Shabbat.” The description of Shabbat
given here is of a day of rest and contemplation on
which people refrain from carrying, observe limitations on how far they go, wear special clothes, and
eat special foods. The “four domains” that are mentioned are four different areas that are differentiated
for purposes of carrying: one is not to carry from
one domain (such as one’s home) to another (such
as the public domain). Three meals a day are served.
In ancient times there were only two meals, one in
the morning and one in the evening. On Shabbat,
however, in order to increase our joy and delight, a
third meal was added. This was accomplished by
moving the evening meal on Saturday from nighttime to late afternoon so that it too would be eaten
on Shabbat. The recitation of Kiddush, the special
Shabbat prayers, the lighting of lights — all of these
are mentioned. The poem ends by asking that as a
reward we be granted a day that is entirely Shabbat
— namely, the messianic age.

The recitation of Hoshanot each day of Sukkot is a colorful remembrance of the ceremonies in the Temple. Our worship must be no less enthusiastic than that of our ancestors, who expressed their feelings with all their being.
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— As You shielded. This alphabetical
poem follows the format of the one recited on
other days (Ani va-ho, page 201), but emphasizes
matters connected with Shabbat and rest. At
the conclusion, the same line with the acrostic
Shemuel appears as in the poem on page 201.
— granting him
mercy and atonement on the holy Shabbat. The
reference is to a midrash that the creation of Adam
and Eve took place on Friday. On that same day
they were created, they sinned and they were banished from Eden. The banishment took place so
quickly in order that they would immediately enter
into Shabbat and enjoy Shabbat, thus mitigating
the severity of their punishment (Avot D’Rabbi
Natan 1). Another midrash states explicitly that the
day of their creation was the first of Tishrei — the
date of Rosh Hashanah — and that on that date
Adam and Eve were forgiven for their sin. “The Holy
One said to [Adam]: Adam, you are a precedent for
your progeny. Just as you came before Me for judgment and I absolved you, so shall your progeny
come before Me for judgment and I will absolve
them. When? On Rosh Hashanah.” The following
day — indeed, that very evening — was Shabbat,
and on it Adam and Eve found forgiveness, joy, and
rest (Leviticus Rabbah 29:1). None of this, of course,
is found in the Torah, but represents later Judaism’s
attitude toward the story of the first sin: it was forgiven immediately, upon appropriate atonement.
According to these interpretations, Psalm 92, which
is called “A Song for Shabbat,” is a song of thanksgiving uttered by Adam on Shabbat after he was forgiven, thanking God for God’s goodness and forgiveness.

— and set a statute for them . . . at Marah.
Marah was the first stop of the Israelites after crossing
through the Sea of Reeds. They found no sweet water there
until Moses threw wood into the water, sweetening it. After
that the verse states: “There He made for them a statute”
(Exodus 15:25). There is no explanation of this in the Torah.
The midrash, however, states that God gave them certain
commandments at that time, prior to Mount Sinai. Among
them were the observance of Shabbat and honoring parents
(Yalkut Shimoni B’shallah. 257).
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— a double portion of bread. The special bread called manna was found on the ground
during the time of wandering in the wilderness.
Each day the Israelites gathered only enough for
that day. On Friday, however, they gathered “double
the amount of food” in order to avoid desecration
of the Sabbath (Exodus 16:22). In remembrance of
this we use two loaves of bread at our Shabbat
meals. The loaves are covered during the recitation
of the Kiddush and uncovered when saying the
blessing over bread. The covering also reminds us
of the manna, which was covered by dew (Exodus
16:13).
— which neither soured. One of the
miracles associated with the manna was that
although ordinarily it rotted if kept longer than a
day, the double portion gathered for Shabbat
remained fresh (Exodus 16:24). Many attempts have
been made to identify the manna. Sarna believes
that the tradition is based upon tiny globules of a
sweet and sticky nature that are excreted by certain
insects onto the branches of tamarisk bushes.
— “remember” and “observe.”
The commandment to observe Shabbat is found in
two different versions of the Ten Commandments.
In Exodus it says “Remember the sabbath day”
(20:8) while in Deuteronomy we read “Observe the
sabbath day” (5:12). The midrash explains this by
saying that these two words were uttered together,
something that only God could do (Mekhilta
Bah.odesh 7). There are those who say that the two
loaves of bread on Shabbat also symbolize these
two words. Note that the poem proceeds in chronological order, from Adam through the Exile.
— besieging the city
until it fell on Shabbat. The description in the Book
of Joshua is that the Israelites encircled Jericho each
day for six days. On the seventh day they circled it
seven times and it fell. Although the expression “the
seventh day” (Joshua 6:15) seems to indicate the seventh day of the siege, the poet here interprets it to
mean the seventh day of the week: Shabbat.
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— to their seven-day
feast of dedication. This verse does not specifically
refer to Shabbat, but mentions the number seven
several times. The period of the dedication of the
Temple by Solomon included the seven days of
Sukkot and “again seven days, fourteen days in all”
(I Kings 8:65). The rededication of the Temple by
the Maccabees also included a Sukkot-like celebration. H.anukkah’s original name was “the Sukkot of
the month of Kislev.”
— Your delight,
restored to Your Temple. The conclusion of the
poem has an entirely different theme, describing
the Sukkot rituals in the Second Temple. It does
not refer to Shabbat and is not part of the acrostic.
It could stand alone as a separate composition.
— bearing the
lulav each day of this Festival. Although we do not
use the lulav and etrog on Shabbat, in the days of
the Second Temple, they were used on Shabbat in
the Temple itself. The Mishnah states:
At first the lulav was used seven days in the
Temple and one day elsewhere. After the
destruction of the Temple, Rabban Yoh.anan
ben Zakkai decreed that the lulav be used
seven days elsewhere as well, in remembrance of the Temple. (Sukkah 3:12)
The Torah says: “On the first day you shall take the
product of the hadar trees, branches of palm trees,
boughs of leafy trees, and willows of the brook . . .”
(Leviticus 23:40). Therefore the command to take the
lulav applied only to the first day. The rest of the
verse, however, says “and you shall rejoice before
Adonai your God seven days.” Therefore in the Temple
— i.e., before Adonai — it was carried all seven days.
— from Moza. According to the Mishnah,
willows were brought from Moza, a small town in
the foothills of Jerusalem, for use in the Hoshanot
ceremony (Sukkah 4:5).

— its beauty. Literally, “Beauty is yours, O
altar!” These are the words that were uttered in the Temple at
the conclusion of the ceremony of Hoshanot (Sukkah 4:5).
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— We are God’s, and to God
our eyes are turned. Another quotation from the
Mishnah, which describes the Water-Drawing Ceremony held following the first day of Sukkot. The
rejoicing went on all night. When the dawn broke,
as the ceremony was concluding, all present would
turn their faces westward and say:
When our ancestors were in this place,
“their backs were to the Shrine of Adonai
and their faces were turned eastward. They
would bow eastward toward the sun”
(Ezekiel 8:16). But . . . we are God’s and to
God our eyes are turned! (Sukkah 5:4)
The prophet Ezekiel was referring to sunworship, which took place during the First Temple
period at the very site of the Temple. In this ceremony, then, during the Second Temple period,
Israel affirms that it has given up all such idolatry
and is loyal to God alone.
— Your excavated winepress. A
poetic reference to the altar, upon which libations
were poured. The altar was surrounded daily during this ceremony by the Kohanim chanting:
“Eternal, we beseech You; deliver us.”
— the tents of Jacob. Those who are
part of the people Israel. The poem has described
various aspects of the Temple service for Sukkot,
specifically quoting the words that were used in the
Temple during the various ceremonies. Now, at the
conclusion, it asks for the salvation and redemption of the Jewish people and the end of the Exile.
— deliver Your people. This
prayer, consisting of Psalm 28:9 and I Kings
8:59–60, concludes each day’s recitation of Hoshanot.

For additional commentary on this prayer,
see page 201.
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hey (the Sages) said:Whoever has not seen the
rejoicing at the Water-Drawing Ceremony has
T
never seen rejoicing!
At the conclusion of the first day of the Festival
(Sukkot) they would descend to the Women’s
Court, which had been changed greatly for the
occasion. Great candlesticks of gold were set up
there, with four golden bowls on top of each of
them and four ladders leading to each of them.
Four young priests held jars of oil containing one
hundred and twenty log, which they poured into
the bowls.Worn-out trousers and sashes belonging
to the Kohanim were made into wicks to kindle the
lamps. There was no courtyard in all Jerusalem
that was not illuminated by the light of the WaterDrawing Festival.
Pious men and wonder-workers would dance
before [the people] with lighted torches in their
hands and would chant praises. Levites sang,
accompanying themselves upon innumerable
harps, lyres, cymbals, trumpets, and other instruments, standing upon the fifteen steps that descend
from the Court of Israel to the Women’s Court —
representing the fifteen “Songs of Ascents (Steps)”
in the Book of Psalms.
Two Kohanim, holding two trumpets, stood at
the upper gate leading down from the Court of
Israel to the Women’s Court.
When the cock crowed [at dawn], they sounded
a t’kiah, a t’ruah, and another t’kiah. They sounded
these notes again when they arrived at the tenth step
and when they reached the floor of the Women’s
Court.They continued sounding the trumpets until
they reached the gate leading to the East.
Sukkah 5:1–4
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Hoshana Rabbah
The seventh day of Sukkot is called Hoshana Rabbah — the Great Hoshana — because of the great
number of Hoshana prayers and processions (seven
in all) that are held on that day. The uniqueness of
this day goes back at least to the days of the Second
Temple, when the altar was encircled seven times
while Hoshanot prayers were chanted.The custom
of beating branches against the altar was also
observed (Sukkah 4:5–6). The uniqueness of the
day can be attributed to the fact that it is the last
day of Sukkot. The next day, Sh’mini Atzeret, is
considered a different holiday. At that time Sukkot
was held in such high esteem mainly because it was
identified as the time when the world was judged in
regard to water.The Talmud records: “On the night
after the last day of [Sukkot] all would scrutinize the
smoke arising from the wood [of the altar]. If it
went to the north, the poor rejoiced and the rich
were sad because it meant that the rains that year
would be abundant so that fruits would rot quickly
(i.e., prices would go down). If it went to the south
. . . [the opposite would occur]” (Yoma 21b).
At a later period, however, Hoshana Rabbah
also became the end of the High Holy Day period,
the last day of judgment of human beings, an extension of Yom Kippur.The thirteenth-century kabbalist Bah.ya ben Asher of Saragossa called it the “day of
great sealing on high, aside from the first sealing of
Yom Kippur.” The cry “Hoshana” — “save us” —
took on the meaning of “Save us from severe judgment.” The Zohar (Vayeh.i 12a) indicates that the
heavenly decree is sealed only on Hoshana Rabbah.
For this reason the leader of the service dresses in
white, as on Yom Kippur, and some of the prayers
are chanted with the melodies of the High Holy
Days. Furthermore, as happened with many customs influenced by the Kabbalah, messianic overtones were added, as we see in the prayers on pages
211–212 which accompany the beating of willow
twigs.

— A Psalm of Praise. Literally, “A psalm of
thanksgiving.” This beautiful psalm is recited on weekdays
but not on Shabbat or Festivals. It was recited when one was
saved from danger and a sacrifice of thanksgiving was
brought to the Temple. This psalm is recited on Hoshana
Rabbah, which is not a full Festival.
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For translations and comments on these
prayers, see page 200.

who has not seen Jerusalem in her glory
never seen a beautiful city.
OOnenehaswho
has not seen the Temple when it was
standing has never seen a magnificent building.
We are speaking of Herod’s Temple. Of what
did he build it? Rabbah said:Yellow and white marble. Alternate rows projected out in order to leave
room for the plaster. He intended to cover it with
gold, but the Sages told him not to, since it was
more beautiful as it was, resembling the waves of
the ocean.
Sukkah 51b

abbi Shimon bar Yoh.ai expounded: “He stands
and measures the earth; He glances and makes
R
nations tremble” (Habakkuk 3:6). The Holy One
measured all the nations and found none worthy to
receive the Torah except Israel. The Holy One
measured all the generations and found none worthy to receive the Torah except the generation of
the wilderness. The Holy One measured all the
mountains and found none worthy of having His
Presence rest thereon except Mount Moriah. The
Holy One measured all cities and found none worthy of having the Holy Temple built therein except
Jerusalem.
Leviticus Rabbah 13:2

There is no beauty like the beauty of Jerusalem.
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— This faithful nation. Each of
these Hoshana poems is alphabetical and has a single theme. This one centers upon the people Israel.
Each phrase is a different name or description of
Israel. Many are based upon biblical references. The
first one, dneg ip` (ani h.omah), “I am a wall,”
comes from Song of Songs 8:10, where the maiden
describes herself as being a wall. The Sages interpreted Song of Songs as an allegory in which the
maiden is Israel whose beloved is God; hence, the
“wall” is Israel. dxrq dipr (aniyah so .arah), tossed
in the storm, is found in Isaiah 54:11: “Unhappy,
storm-tossed one.” Many of the other phrases,
summarized but not completely translated here,
come from Isaiah’s description of the suffering servant in chapter 53: “He was maltreated, yet he was
submissive; he did not open his mouth, like a sheep
being led to slaughter . . .” (53:7). The suffering
servant represents the people Israel. Thus Isaiah
explains the suffering of Israel not as a deserved
punishment, but as suffering in which the servant
sacrifices himself for others and will, in the end, be
vindicated.
— source of salvation. The central
theme is God, the Savior. Most of the stanzas end
in some form of the word hoshia — from the same
root as hoshanot, to save or deliver. God is asked to
save and help, with an emphasis upon agricultural
prosperity in the year ahead.
— Save man and beast. This poem
also stresses agricultural prosperity. It begins with
a phrase from Psalm 36:7 — “man and beast You
deliver, Adonai.” It has been ascribed to the early
poet Eleazer ben Kallir who lived in the Land of
Israel sometime in the early part of the first millennium, but it may be even earlier.
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— Save the soil. A poem asking God
to save the earth, its animals, and its products from
disaster. Each two-word phrase begins with the
item to be saved: earth, beast, wheat, olives, wine,
etc. The second word names the disaster from
which it should be saved: curses, barrenness,
hunger, thirst, etc. This piyyut has also been
ascribed to Eleazer ben Kallir.
— For the sake of
our ancestors. In this prayer we ask God to help us
for the sake of, or because of the merit of, a list of
great individuals in the history of our people. The
list begins with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Also
included are Moses, Aaron, Phinehas, Joshua,
Samuel, David, Solomon, Elijah, Hananiah,
Mishael, Azariah, and Daniel. Also mentioned are
inanimate objects of importance connected to the
Tabernacle, the Temple, and Mount Sinai. Each
phrase ends with the word “fire.” Thus: “the son
bound upon wood and fire (Isaac).” Or: “the ceremony at Sinai, upon which You descended in fire.”
— Not translated. Not an original
poem, but a collection of verses from I Chronicles
29:11, Zechariah 14:9, and Deuteronomy 6:4. The
last is the first verse of the Sh’ma and is followed
by the liturgical response to that verse, “Blessed is
God’s glorious Name for ever and ever.”
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Ribbono shel olam — Master of the universe!
In ancient days, our ancestors circled the altar,
the symbol of their closeness to You.
We encompass the synagogue, the house created
so that we too might feel that You are near.
Thus we repeat the ancient cry: Hosha-na —
save us, help us, deliver us.
How often we say these words when we are
troubled, when we are frightened or in despair, and
turn to You for help. From the depths we cry unto
You.
But today we are not fearful.The very opposite!
These are the days of our joy,the season of rejoicing.
These are days when we sense the bounty of
Your world, the richness of harvest, the wealth of
resources we have been given.
We shout Hosha-na! out of joy and not out of
fear.
We express our confidence that indeed You
are with us and will be with us throughout
the year ahead. We call Ani va-ho hoshia na.
Ani va-ho — as our Sages taught: I together
with God, together we will save and deliver.
For we are Your partners in the work of creation.
You have given us a world of wonder; now we
must preserve it.
You have given us the forces of nature; now we
must learn to live with them, to harness them for
our good.
You have given us abundance; now we must
find the way to share it.
You have given us a precious heritage and have
preserved our people; may we be worthy of it and
recreate it anew in each generation.

Ani va-ho hoshia na!

— As you redeemed. Those saved by God
are mentioned, followed by the plea, “help us now.” The
alphabetical order is followed, while at the conclusion there is
an acrostic spelling the name Shemuel, the author of the
poem. The list of those whom God helped begins with Israel
taken out of Egypt and continues with other versions of the
name of the people Israel, recalling their salvation as they

were brought through the Sea. Toward the end the poem
refers to those who performed these ceremonies at the Temple while circling the altar, mentions the Babylonian exiles,
and concludes with a plea to save those of Israel who are
exiled and return them from captivity.

See commentary on page 201.

he lulav . . . is the symbol of gratitude to God and rejoicing in His goodness for the bounty He bestows in
the form of harvested crops and gathered-in vintage . . . The lulav emphasizes the need of making our
T
economic life such that it will contribute to our joy in God . . . Only when God’s justice is manifest in our
midst, can the gifts of nature be appreciated in a religious spirit.

Mordecai M. Kaplan
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— Bless with rain. As the ceremony
progresses, the theme changes from help and salvation generally to the specific need for water. Sukkot
is the beginning of the rainy season in the Land of
Israel and the time when “the world is judged
regarding water.” Therefore each stanza of this
poem concludes with the word min (mayim), water.
In a few places we find the word miny (shamayim),
heaven, the last part of which is mayim, water. Popular etymology has it that this is a compound word:
sham mayim, “water is there.” We list those for
whose sake we ask God to save us, beginning with
Abraham who, according to the midrash, was tested
in both fire and water. The legend states that when
he was a child Abraham was cast into a fire by Nimrod because of his refusal to acknowledge idolatry.
Miraculously he emerged alive (Genesis Rabbah
44:13). Abraham was tested by water when Satan
transformed himself into a stream of water which
he and Isaac would have to cross to reach Mount
Moriah (Tanh.uma Vayera 22; see also Genesis Rabbah 56:4).

ain comes down because of the power of God. . . . Rabbi Yoh.anan said:The Holy One retains three keys
in His own hands and has not entrusted them to any messenger — the key to fertility, the key to rain,
R
and the key to the resurrection of the dead.
Taanit 2a
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A Voice Proclaims
A voice proclaims, proclaiming and declaring —
The herald of salvation comes; the voice of
my Beloved, behold He comes —
proclaiming and declaring —
He comes with myriad angels; to stand on the
Mount of Olives —
proclaiming and declaring —
He approaches to sound the shofar. Under
Him the mount will split —
proclaiming and declaring —
He knocks, He looks, He shines forth. Half
the mount moves from the East —
proclaiming and declaring —
His words are fulfilled; He comes with all His
holy ones —
proclaiming and declaring —
And unto all the creatures of the world, a
heavenly voice sounds throughout —
proclaiming and declaring —
The seed He begot is born; a child from his
mother’s womb —
proclaiming and declaring —
Who has travailed and given birth? Who has
heard the like?
proclaiming and declaring —
The Pure One has done this. Who has seen
the like?
proclaiming and declaring —
Salvation and time are one. Shall the earth
bring it forth in one day?
proclaiming and declaring —
Mighty above and beneath. Can a nation be
born at once?
proclaiming and declaring —
The Radiant One will redeem His people at
this time; there shall be light at evening —
proclaiming and declaring —

(continued on opposite page)
— The voice of the prophet rings out. The ceremony reaches its climax with this messianic acrostic poem,
proclaiming the time of redemption. The repeated chorus is
based upon Isaiah 52:7: “How welcome on the mountain are
the footsteps of the herald — announcing happiness, proclaiming good fortune, announcing victory, telling Zion:
‘Your God is King!’” Ascribed to the poet Eleazer ben Kallir,
the poem draws on various prophetic descriptions of apocalyptic events in the end of days. See, for example, Ezekiel
38–39 which is read as the Haftarah on the Shabbat of the
intermediate days of Sukkot.
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Redeemers shall ascend Mount Zion. Zion
has labored and given birth —
proclaiming and declaring —
It shall be heard throughout your borders;
enlarge your tent!
proclaiming and declaring —
Expand your dwelling place unto Damascus;
receive your sons and daughters!
proclaiming and declaring —
Rejoice, O rose of Sharon! Those who sleep
in Hebron have arisen —
proclaiming and declaring —
Turn to Me and be saved! Today — if you
will hearken to My voice!
proclaiming and declaring —
A man has sprung up; tzemah. (shoot) is his
name; it is David himself!
proclaiming and declaring —
Arise, those buried in the dust; awake and
rejoice, sleepers in the earth —
proclaiming and declaring —
The multitude of the people proclaims him
king; He is a tower of salvation to His
king —
proclaiming and declaring —
The wicked shall perish; He is loyal to His
Messiah, to David —
proclaiming and declaring —
Grant salvation to the eternal people; to David
and his seed forever!
proclaiming and declaring —
A voice proclaims, proclaiming and declaring!

odernists hold [that] the Messiah is not one man. Rather are all good men messiahs, since by laboring
together they cause the Kingdom to come. Nor will it arise all at once. It will be achieved slowly, cumuM
latively, “precept by precept, line by line, here a little, there a little.” . . .When then the Kingdom has come at
last, when the final evil has been broken and the remotest good achieved, the glory of that moment will
belong to all the men past and present who have dreamed of it and striven toward it. But the deeper glory
will belong to Him who through the ages has spurred mankind, often against its will, to the greater good and
beyond that to the greatest.
Milton Steinberg
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